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• Women use more personal pronouns than men in Late Middle and
Early Modern English letters (Säily et al. 2011) 
• Similar observations for Present-day English

(Rayson et al. 1997; Argamon et al. 2003)

• Differences explained in terms of gendered styles
• A high frequency of 1st and 2nd person pronouns indicates an

involved style (Chafe 1985; Biber 1988, 1995; Biber & Burges 2000)
à Women’s style is more involved, men’s style more informational

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN
PRONOUN USE



• Vartiainen et al. (2013) explored the effect of audience design on 
pronoun use in 17th and 18th century letters
• Focus on 1st and 2nd person pronouns I and you

• Relationship between the sender and recipient of the letter clearly affects 
pronoun frequencies and should be taken into account
• Statistically significant intra-gender differences depending on

social role
• Differences in pronoun frequencies decrease over time

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
SENDER AND RECIPIENT



• Letters from 1600–1800 
• 3.85 million words (0.94 million by women, 2.91 million by men)

• Categories based on sender–recipient relationship
• Letters written by or addressed to

1. Members of the nuclear family (FN), 1.19 Mw
2. Other family members (FO)
3. Family servants (FS)
4. Close friends (TC)
5. All other acquaintances (T)

SAMPLE FROM THE CORPORA OF 
EARLY ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE
(CEEC)



• Men use some first-person plural pronouns more than women
• We

(cf. Nurmi & Palander-Collin 2008)

NEW RESULTS FROM THE 
CEEC, 1600–1800

Subcorpus p-value FDR
1680–1719 0.011 0.178
TC, 1600–1639 0.013 0.203
FO, 1600–1639 0.013 0.204
1600–1639 0.020 0.249
FN, 1680–1719 0.022 0.256



• Men use some first-person plural pronouns more than women
• Us

NEW RESULTS FROM THE 
CEEC, 1600–1800

Subcorpus p-value FDR
1640–1679 0.006 0.135
FN, 1680–1719 0.014 0.204
TC, 1640–1679 0.015 0.215
T, 1600–1639 0.025 0.274
FN, 1640–1679 0.031 0.306



• Men use some first-person plural pronouns more than women
• Our

NEW RESULTS FROM THE 
CEEC, 1600–1800

Subcorpus p-value FDR
1600–1639 0.000 0.027
FN, 1680–1719 0.002 0.064
T, 1600–1639 0.002 0.079
FO, 1600–1639 0.004 0.105
T, 1680–1719 0.006 0.143



• Quantitative difference: men use our more than women

• Qualitative differences in use?
• Inclusive vs. exclusive our

• We know that relationship / social role affects pronoun frequencies
à start with nuclear family, zoom in on spousal correspondence
• Sample: c. 32 instances per gender & time period

(spousal: some periods have less data)

RESEARCH QUESTION



• Inclusive
• All here gives their servis. Our boys is very well and to my dearist I am ... 

(Catherine Clavering to her husband, 1711?)

• Exclusive
• If ye subscriptions towards the building of the new School do not answer 

our Master will be a considerable loser, they are forced to fetch their 
Freestone above 10 mile. P.S. Wednesday was my Birthday. 
(William Cotesworth Jr to his father, 1716)

• Generalised inclusive
• Alas, our rendrings are nothing to our receivings; wee

are like the Barren field, on which much cost is bestow’d…
(Philip Henry to his son, 1686)

EXAMPLES
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FN MEN EXCLUSIVE OUR: 
NARRATIVE USE
• We see a great many fine Scotts all our Journey thro’ which belonged to 

ye Rebells. Preston is not so much damaged as to ye outward 
appearance of the Houses as one might have reasonably expected. 
(William Cotesworth Jr to his father, 1716)

• If nothing alters our route we propose to be in Town on 
Sunday night, to stay there till Thursday & on Friday, if 
you are still at Abinger to come there, if not to Harefield, 
but our purpose may be changed as there is occasion, 
except only that I must be in Town till Tuesday noon.
(Roger Newdigate to his mother, 1747)



• If you can like me on my own terms, tis not to me you 
must make your proposals. If not, to what purpose is 
our Correspondance?
(Mary Wortley Montagu to her future husband, 1710?)

• I had my Dearest the pleasure yesterday of yours of 
the 24th, and am glad you are so well. I thank God 
our jewell and the girles are perfectly soe.
(Anne, Lady Strafford to her husband, 1731)

FN WOMEN INCLUSIVE 
OUR: INTERPERSONAL
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SPOUSAL INCLUSIVE OUR
• be sides this I desier of god that I may liue no longer then I may 

parforme this my promys so I desier our metinges may be Ioyfull onto 
another which I trust in the allmyty that shalbe at whitsentide
(Lettice Gawdy to her husband, 1625?)

• I cannot tell what to advise concerning our farmes
that wilbe put into our hands. For vs to stock’ any 
ground ther wilbe danger, besides the vnfitting estate 
we are in to doe it. I think’ we must plowe & sowe all 
our ground, for corne is like to be the best 
commodity & saf’est to be injoy’d.
(Thomas Knyvett to his wife, 1644)



• Palmer & I took our horses on Friday & rode to the Town
of Dock, 2 miles, & to the passage which I have marked.
(Roger Newdigate to his wife, 1762)

• No, no, we knew better what was good for ourselves, and due to you, 
tuesday morning I wash’d my hands and did a little work then it was time 
to dress and set down to dinner, which we did, to an excellent Pudding 
not without wishing you a Slice – then after Mr. Bentham’s health we 
finish’d dressing and made our first Visit to Mrs. Finch…
(Alicia Bentham to her husband, 1745?)

SPOUSAL EXCLUSIVE OUR



• Nuclear family
• Men use more exclusive our but inclusive use increases over time
• Women use more inclusive our but exclusive use increases over time
• Both: proportion of inclusive vs. exclusive c. 1:3 in 1760–1800

• Spousal correspondence
• Inclusive our much more common than in the nuclear family as a whole
• 17th century: wives use more inclusive our, difference disappears in the 

18th century

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS



• Our starting point:
• A high frequency of 1st and 2nd person pronouns indicates an

involved style (Biber 1988, 1995; Biber & Burges 2000)
à Women’s style is more involved, men’s style more informational

• Men use our more frequently than women – involved style?

• Family letters: differences disappear by the end of the 18th century
• Partly corpus artefact, partly changing

social roles (women’s sphere expanded)?

CONCLUSIONS 1/2



• 1st person plural pronouns not straightforwardly involved
(pace Biber 1988: 225)
• Inclusive vs. exclusive use

• Exclusive: narrative vs. interpersonal

• Men use more narrative exclusive our in 17th-century family letters

• Need to look inside categories
• One should not simply count frequencies
• Analyse specific social roles, not just gender

CONCLUSIONS 2/2
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